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Abstract.
There are many important applications in which the ultrashort diffraction-limited and
therefore tightly focused laser pulses irradiates metal films mounted on dielectric substrate.
Here we present the detailed picture of laser peeling and 3D structure formation of the thin
(relative to a depth of a heat affected zone in the bulk targets) gold films on glass substrate. The
underlying physics of such diffraction-limited laser peeling was not well understood previously.
Our approach is based on a physical model which takes into consideration the new
calculations of the two-temperature (2T) equation of state (2T EoS) and the two-temperature
transport coefficients together with the coupling parameter between electron and ion subsystems.
The usage of the 2T EoS and the kinetic coefficients is required because absorption of an
ultrashort pulse with duration of 10–1000 fs excites electron subsystem of metal and transfers
substance into the 2T state with hot electrons (typical electron temperatures 1-3 eV) and much
colder ions. It is shown that formation of submicrometer-sized 3D structures is a result of the
electron-ion energy transfer, melting, and delamination of film from substrate under combined
action of electron and ion pressures, capillary deceleration of the delaminated liquid metal
or semiconductor, and ultrafast freezing of molten material. We found that the freezing is
going in non-equilibrium regime with strongly overcooled liquid phase. In this case the Stefan
approximation is non-applicable because the solidification front speed is limited by the diffusion
rate of atoms in the molten material. To solve the problem we have developed the 2T Lagrangian
code including all this reach physics in. We also used the high-performance combined MonteCarlo and molecular dynamics code for simulation of surface 3D nanostructuring at later times
after completion of electron-ion relaxation.

1. Introduction
Figure 1 presents typical 2D and 3D structures produced in experiments [1–6] with the thin gold
films. Let us call ”nanobumps” all such structures. The film ”f” and the underlying substrate ”s”
in Fig. 1 (a) are in solid state before a single laser impact. The final (i.e. long time after impact)
nanobumps also are solid. Formation of a nipple in the tip of nanobump in Fig. 1 (c), or the jet
in Fig. 1 (d-g) means that gold inside the heated spot have passed the melting stage and have
been solidified after melting. The sequence of nanobumps in Fig. 1 (b-g) is shown in ascending
2 ) increases; here
order as the central fluence Fc of spatial distribution F (r) = Fc exp(−r2 /RL
r is a distance from the axis of laser beam (we suppose the normal incidence) and the spatial
scale RL characterizes a focused laser beam ”L” shown in Fig. 1 (a). Pulse duration should be
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Figure 1. The sequence (b-g) of the nanobumps shown in ascending order as energy of a laser
pulse increases while a radius RL of a laser beam is fixed. Increase of energy at a fixed radius
2 ) increases. A pulse
RL means that the central fluence Fc of a distribution F = Fc exp(−r2 /RL
acts onto a layered target composed from a film ”f” mounted above a substrate ”s”. Further
increase of Fc above the case (g) results in formation of a hole in a tip region of a nanobump.
A radius of the hole (h) increases while length of a delaminated remnants decreases as the Fc
increases. In 2D we do not see formation of the long jets. Instead a droplet like condensation
in the tip appears. In the 2D/3D cases there are the planar/circular laser beams ”L” (a) and
the nanobumps are slit type or rounded respectively.
of the order of, or shorter, than an acoustic time scale ts = df /cs to lead to a thermomechanical
delamination of film from substrate produced by a stress field generated by fast heating; here
df is a thickness of film (see Figs. 1 a, b), cs is sound speed in gold.
Experiments [7] with a femtosecond pulse and a thin df ∼ 40 nm gold film, ts ∼ 10 ps
demonstrate that the pulse duration τL doesn’t influence results up to durations at least ≈ 8
ps, see Fig. 2 in [7]. Let us mention that for the thin films the acoustic scale ts is comparable
with the duration of two-temperature electron-ion relaxation teq ; teq ≈ 5 − 7 ps for gold. In
a sense of delamination dynamics of separation of a film from a substrate the comparison τL
versus teq is insignificant relative to the comparison τL versus ts . In the both mentioned cases the
condition τL < ts (”supersonic” laser pulse) assures that the strong thermomechanical stresses
drive the delamination irrespective to the origin of the stress – is it mainly electronic in the
subcase τL < ts < teq , or is it electronic at the two-temperature stage and ionic later in the
subcase τL < teq < ts . There is some quantitative difference [8] between these two subcases
because the electronic Gruneisen parameter ≈ 1 is smaller than the ionic Gruneisen parameter
≈ 2. But the situation changes qualitatively in the case of the ”subsonic” pulses τL > ts when
amplitude of the mechanical stress drops down as the ratio τL /ts increases above 1.
A fluence distribution F (r) along a surface with a pronounced central r = 0 maximum Fc
produces a velocity distribution v(r) with a maximum. This is a normal (relative to surface)
component v of velocity of a local piece of a film after separation of this piece from a substrate
(this piece is at a distance r). In experiments a film is thin in the sense that its thickness df is
much less df  RL than the spot size RL , see Fig. 1 (a); the typical values are: df ∼ 20 − 100
nm, the radius is RL ∼ 1 micron for the cases with diffraction limited focusing and optical lasers.
The lateral velocities are small relative to the normal one as a result of this shallowness. The
maximum velocity v locates in the center r = 0, thus the dome like shapes of the nanobumps
shown in Fig. 1 are formed. Duration of an acoustic stage ts is enough long to homogenize
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distribution of locally absorbed laser energy across a thickness df of a film1 ; but this duration
is very short for the temperature equalizing at the distances ∼ RL  df along a hot spot in
Fig. 1. Thus a distribution of energy E(r) per unit of volume appears at the beginning of an
acoustic stage. The pressure distribution p(r) acting to delaminate a film [10] is p(r) ∝ E(r);
because variation of Gruneisen parameter and volume expansion at the beginning of the acoustic
stage both are small. If we neglect the adhesion between gold and silica glass then the velocity
distribution along a film is v(r) ∝ p(r) ∝ E(r) ∝ F (r).
Firstly, there is a small value of the gold/silica adhesion and, secondly, absorbed energy decays
2 ) outside the spot ∼ R . Therefore in the external area r > r
strongly ∝ exp(−r2 /RL
L
delam ∼ RL
the film remains in mechanical contact with the film as shown in Fig. 1. We will see below that
the mechanical contact connecting the internal r < rdelam and the external r > rdelam parts is
important for deceleration of the delaminated film while the thermal contact between the hot
dome and the outside cold film is necessary for cooling and freezing of the dome. Increase of
the scale rdelam with increase of pulse energy Etotal ∝ Fc (if RL is fixed) has been studied in
2
paper [11], see their plots in the ln E, rdelam
plane in their Fig. 4. As a result of adhesion between
gold and glass the velocity distribution v(r) is equal to zero for the distances r > rdelam . Thus
the velocity distribution v(r) follows the fluence distribution v(r) ∝ F (r) everywhere except the
margins r ≈ rdelam . Experimentally an interesting situation with a ring type fluence distribution
F (r) has been considered [12], see Fig. 8 in this paper. Then complicated motion from the ring
to the center is observed.
The droplets shown in Fig. 1 lose the thermal contact and therefore for a long time
remain in a liquid state. Estimates of the radiation loses trad ∼ cT V /(σSB T 4 S) ∼
0.6 (Rdroplt /100nm)/(T /2000K)2 millisec give large values for the radiative cooling time trad ;
here c ≈ 3nkB is heat capacity, n ≈ 6 · 1022 cm−3 is concentration of atoms, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T is temperature of a droplet after separation from a jet, V, S, Rdroplt are volume,
surface, and radius of a droplet, σSB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. But in paper [13] a
few orders of magnitude faster freezing of droplets seems has been observed; the frozen droplets
reflect from a receiver while the molten - stick to it. May be this is because temperature of
molten gold in the droplets produced by nanobumping is close to the melting temperature. Our
molecular dynamics simulations presented below show that liquid in a dome and a jet shown
in Fig. 1 are significantly overcooled below the melting temperature. Distances Ldr between a
receiver and a donor plate in [13] were Ldr ∼ 10 microns much less than Ldr = 2 mm in [14].
In [13] the time of flight tf rez ∼ 1 · [(Ldr /10um)/(vdroplt /10m/s)] µs (to pass distance Ldr ≈ 10
microns) divides molten and solid nanodroplets. In [14] nanodroplets were hotter, evaporative
cooling enhances temperature decrease, and according to authors of paper [14] nanodroplets are
still liquid after flying time 2[mm]/100[m/s]=20 µs.
The cooling time tcond = [RL /(1um)]2 / [χ/(1cm2 /s)]= 10 ns due to conduction along high
conductance metallic film is much shorter than the radiative and evaporative cooling times. This
is why such a cooling is responsible for retention of the form of transient nanobump. Conduction
along a film transfers heat from a hot spot r < rdelam to the outside area r > rdelam , see Fig. 1.
Thus this area serves as an infinitely capacious thermal sink. This means that we can influence
the cooling of a nanobump by decreasing area or volume of cold metal external relative to the
hot spot r < rdelam . The outside area may be done as a disk. We have to balance mechanical and
thermal abilities of the disk varying its radius Rdsk > rdelam . From the one side the disk has to
absorb mechanical momentum from a flying dome and to transfer it into a substrate, and from
the other side the disk has to limit a cooling rate of a dome. Choice of material for substrate
1

The direction of an illumination (from the vacuum side as in Fig. 1 a or through the transparent substrate)
doesn’t influence the subsequent dynamics if the energy homogenization across thickness of a film takes place
prior to the onset of significant motion of a film. This is the case of the thin films, thinner than depth of a heat
affected zone dT ≈ 140 nm for Au of an ultrashort laser pulse [9].
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(low conductive glass versus high conductive crystallin silicon or diamond) also influence cooling
ability. Using a film made of metallic alloys, like in the experiment [11] where Au/Pd alloy was
used, with a low conductive component or pure metals like Pt, Fe with decreased heat diffusion
coefficient χ is the another way to regulate thermal rate.
2. Resources required for molecular dynamics simulation
Number of atoms which might be involved in MD simulation can be determined by two
geometrical parameters: radius RL and thickness df of the metal film – see Fig. 1. One
of the largest (2rdelam ≈ 20 µm) and very accurate nanobumps with rich fine substructures
have been obtained in the Livermore’s experiments [6]. Typical diameters 2rdelam are ∼ 5
µm [11–13, 16, 17]. There are also examples with smaller scales 2rdelam ∼ 1 µm [3, 12, 15–17].
Technically available diameters 2RL , see Fig. 1 (a), of laser beams are limited from the smallest
scales by the diffraction limit 2RL ∼ λ. From the opposite side, the largest diameters are defined
by pulse energy and usually are as large as tens and hundreds microns. The minimal submicron
values of 2rdelam may be achieved using ultraviolet lasers or higher harmonics.
Typical thicknesses of the thin metal
films varies from 20 to 100 nm.
There Table 1. The double scaling map covered by the
9
are ∼ 10 × 10 atoms within a cylinder MD-MC runs, see also Fig. 2. Number of atoms
of π [rdelam /(1µm)]2 [df /(50nm)] covering the Natom involved in MD-MC simulation is given in
6
delaminated region. We have to triple this 10 units. The simulation box is a square Lb ×Lb
number to include the minimally thick glass in the plane of a contact. The sizes Lb and initial
substrate able to exclude the influence of thickness df of a film are given in [nm]. The last
the back reflection from the rear-side of column presents temperature Tmargn in [K] of a
the supporting glass layer onto process of thermostat acting in the margin area between
delamination from substrate. This process the square Lb × Lb and a circle where a film
lasts during an acoustic time scale ts . It is separates from substrate, see Figs. 5 and 6.
necessary to follow this huge system along
# Natom Lb df v0σ v0χ
[K]
very extended time interval of the order of 100
20
6.0
140 5.1 2.6 6.3
500
ns and more. Typical time step of molecular
23
6.0
140 5.1 2.6 3.1
500
dynamics (MD) simulation is ∼ 1 fs. Thus
30
44
270 10 3.6
6
500
∼ 108 steps are required. Taking into account
3
192
620 8.3 2.6
∞
500
that about 1 second is required to perform
21
6.0
140 5.1 5.2 12.5 500
a step with MD system of 200,000 atoms
22
6.0
140 5.1 10
25
500
on a single processor core, MD simulation
24
6.0
140
5.1
5.2
6.3
500
of several billions of atoms during 108 steps
25
6.0
140 5.1 5.2 6.3
500
would require hundreds of years on a cluster
26
2.1
140 1.8 6.2 12.5 500
with 1000 cores.
27
2.1
140 1.8
4
8.1
500
This difficulty is usual for MD applica28
6.0
140 5.1 10 12.5 500
tions - the spatial-temporal size of applica29
6.0
140 5.1 10 12.5 300
tion is much larger than available algorith29a
6.0
140 5.1 10 12.5 300∗
mic/computer resources. We have to use
31
44
270 10 3.8 6.3
500
physics of nanobump phenomenon in an attempt to overcome this difficulty. Two steps
to decrease the computational demands were used. Separation of the delamination process
from the process of slow inflation of a nanobump is the first step. The second step is
based on the self-similarity of the problem relative to the capillary and cooling parameters.
The second step is presented in next Section. The splitting of the delamination and inflation
processes (the first step) is a consequence of very large (three or more decimal orders) difference
between durations of the delamination stage and the inflation and capillary deceleration stage.
This large difference arises from the difference in scales and velocities. The size RL ∼ 1 − 5
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ini. velocity norm. relative to thermal scale v0

µm is Fx = 10 − 100 times larger than film thickness df = 20 − 100 nm. The delamination
is connected with rarefaction and compression waves, their interactions, and reflections from a
glass/metal contact and a vacuumpboundary of a film. The waves propagates distance df with
elastic longitudinal sonic speed cs (K + 4G/3)/ρ ≈ 3.3 km/s (for Au); here K, G are bulk and
shear modulus. The speed cs is Fv = 30 − 100 times higher than velocities 20-100 m/s of a
film after its separation from a substrate. The large cumulative factor F = Fx × Fv means that
we can with high accuracy split the delamination and the inflation of a nanobump, see [10].
We neglect curvature of film during delamination (this is one side) and the interaction of the
delaminated film with substrate is absent after delamination (this the other side). Thus the
inflation flight is simulated by MD without substrate. The substrate in a MD run serves only as
a sink of momentum in the region near the point rdelam of attachment of a film to a substrate,
i.e. near the lateral margins, see Fig. 1.
30
The delamination process is simulated with twotemperature one-dimensional hydrodynamics code
22
[10]. This code is accurate, it includes full twotemperature physics, and it is inexpensive in the
20
sense of the computer resources. The code is a
very valuable addition to the MD code. Indeed, it
28
26
21
is difficult to describe full two-temperature physics
10
27
together with an electron pressure effects inside
29, 29a
20
the MD subroutines. The hydrodynamics code
30 31 24, 25
supplies the MD simulation with the initial (for the
23
MD code) temperature and velocity distributions
0
0
4
8
12
along a film. This is the velocity distribution after
initial velocity normalized relative to capillary scale v0
delamination from substrate.
Figure 2. Performed MD-MC runs in
3. Self-similarity
plane of parameters. We vary ratio vσ /vχ
thanks to capillary-cooling relation
in the range ∼ 1 and vary ratio of initial
3.1. Capillary dynamics. Dynamics of molten velocity vc (0) to these velocities in a wider
film inside its circle r < rdelam of separation from range. The blue circles corresponds to the
a substrate is determined by inertia and surface first three lines in Table 1 presenting the
tension. The swelling film is clamped to the non-ejecting (all matter of a film remains
immovable circular arc with a radius r = rdelam on substrate) cases. The numbers 27 and
placed on an immovable substrate. Therefore a 29a with the circles around correspond to
capillary force acting onto the attachment point the cases shown in Figs. 3, 5 (#27) and 4,
r = rdelam doesn’t produce a work. As a result a 6 (#29a).
sum of potential energy of surface tension 2σS and
kinetic energy
Z r.delam
Ekin = (1/2)
ρ(r, t)d(r, t)~v 2 (r, t)2πrdr
0

is conserved in time, here σ is a coefficient of surface tension, S is a surface area of a film inside
the circle r < rdelam , the area is taken twice (coefficient ”2”) because there are two sides of a
film; the integral is written for the 3D case with a circular illumination spot in Fig. 1, similar
expression exists in the 2D case, r is a distance from a beam axis in Fig. 1, ρ(r, t) is density of
liquid gold. We neglect temperature and therefore density differences across thickness of a thin
film: ρ(~r, t) = ρ(r, t). Value d(r, t) is thickness of a film along a normal to the substrate surface.
Surface tension acts as a spring decelerating and returning back a moving point mass attached
to the end of a spring.
The film, clamped to the circular arc with a radius r = rdelam , oscillates in time above
and below the plane of a contact if we imagine that the substrate disappears inside the circle
5
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r < rdelam . In case of small initial velocities v  vσ a period of oscillation is 3.7rdelam /vσ [10].
The capillary velocity scale
q
vσ = 2 σ/(ρdf ) = 46 [σ/(1000dyne/cm)]1/2 [ρ/(19.3g/cm3 )]−1/2 [df /(100nm)]−1/2 [m/s] (1)
is defined from expression 2σ = (1/2)ρdf vσ2 . Let’s approximate the shape of a nanobump by a
cone and a velocity distribution by a monotonous function |~v | = vc [cos(πr/(2rdelam ))]2 having
the maximum value vc in the tip and going to zero in the attachment point rdelam . Using an
expression for a lateral area of a cone and integrating kinetic energy, we rewrite an energy
conservation in a form

q
2
2
2
[vc2 (t) − vc2 (0)] = 0,
hc (t) + rdelam − rdelam σ + (1/2) 2π (3/16 − 1/π 2 ) ρ0 df rdelam
2πrdelam
(2)
where hc (t), vc (t) are the height of the tip above the initial contact plane and velocity of the
tip. Energy equation (2) relates the current height hc and velocity vc : velocity decreases as the
height and hence surface area and surface energy increase. The maximum height hmax , achieved
in a stopping point vc (tstop ) = 0, is
hmax /rdelam = v0σ

q

2 ), α = 0.172,
α (2 + α v0σ

v0σ = vc (0)/vσ .

(3)

In (3) the non-dimensional initial velocity v0σ is normalized relative to the capillary scale (1), α
is a numerical coefficient. For the moderate values of velocity v0σ ≤ 1, the turning instant
q
tstop = 20 [rdelam /(1 µm)] [df /(100 nm][ρ/(19.3 g/cm3 ]/[σ/(1000 dyne/cm)] [ns]
weakly depends on velocity v0σ and is approximately a quarter of a period 3.7rdelam /vσ .
We see that it should be v0σ ∼ 1 to lift up the tip of a nanobump to the height hmax ∼ rdelam .
To take the integral of kinetic energy, we suppose that (i) ρ(r, t) ≈ ρ0 (19.3 g/cm3 for Au), that
(ii) df (r, t) ≈ df , and (iii) we neglect dispersion of velocities in the vicinity ∼ df of the point ~r
of the film, here df is initial thickness of a film. The assumption about density is approximately
valid because our simulations show that in the nanobumping regimes the temperatures of a film
shortly (at a ∼ 100 ps time scale) after irradiation are below 2 kK and thermal expansion is
relatively low: density at the boiling curve is ρ2 = ρbin (T = 2kK) ≈ 16.8 g/cm3 according to
a wide-range equation of state for Au [18, 19], see also [20], thus (ρ0 − ρ2 )/(ρ0 + ρ2 ) = 0.07.
Energy conservation 2σS + Ekin =const is valid but the assumption (ii) df (r, t) ≈ df is only
approximately accurate as long as the stretching of a film is small. The stretching is small if
velocity is small v0σ  1. There is significant stretching for the larger velocities v0σ ∼ 1 and
higher (nonlinear regimes).
It is important that the stretching becomes very inhomogeneous in the nonlinear regimes.
This is a consequence of a strong mass redistribution along a film. Central part of a film
forms a droplet (in 2D [10, 20]) or a jet [or a jet plus droplet(s) in 3D] thus doing stretching
very inhomogeneous - there are condensations (droplet or jet), from the one side, and strong
stretching and thinning of the film remaining outside relative to the condensations, from the
other side. Extremely long jet (many lengths rdelam ) may be developed. The rate per unit
of mass of transfer of kinetic energy into the surface energy decreases in a jet because surface
to volume ratio decreases from film to jet. Nevertheless, surface tension will return fluid back
for arbitrary large initial velocity v0σ , because surface area grows with stretching while kinetic
energy causing stretching is limited. Of course, this is true in the case of infinite stretchability
of a film and a jet - there is no breaking of surface of a film or decay of a jet into droplets. In
6
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reality the jet formation process, stretching and thinning of a film, and rupture of a film or a
jet together with interplay with a recrystallization wave make up a set of rather complicated
regimes considered below in Chapter 5.
3.2. Cooling rate. Hot spot created by an ultrashort laser impact onto a metal film cools
down as a result of conductive heat transfer along a film from the hot spot to the external area
of a film, see Section 1. The temperature decrease causes crystallization of a film and a jet.
Transition to a solid state sharply changes mechanical properties - polycrystalline solid strongly
resists to stretching, while liquid resists weakly, only through surface tension. This jump of
stretchability is a reason of dynamic phenomena near the solid-liquid crystallization zone, e.g.,
breaking of a liquid film surrounding growing crystal grains, or rupture of a very much thinned
solid film under action of significant inertial forces stretching solid, see Sections 5 and 6 below.
Cooling in a 3D case is described by a heat conduction equation Tt = (χ/r)(r Tr )r , here
Tt ≡ ∂T /∂t, Tr ≡ ∂T /∂r, r is a cylindrical radius, χ = κ/c is a heat diffusion coefficient, κ, c
are heat conduction coefficient and heat capacity per unit of volume. Transmission of heat
along distances ∼ RL becomes significant much later after finishing of a two-temperature stage,
therefore usual well-known values of the coefficients χ, κ, c have to be used. For simplicity the
moderate dependencies of these coefficients on temperature are not included for our temperature
range in the expressions below. A heat equation has a fundamental solution (thermal Green
function)


r2
E
exp −
,
(4)
T (r, τ ) =
π c df (4 χ τ )
4χτ
describing diffusion of heat along a film after impulsive absorption of energy E [erg] in the point
r = 0 in the instant τ = 0.
Ultrashort pulse laser illumination shown in Fig. 1 (a) creates similar to (4) Gaussian onetemperature Te = Ti distribution in a short time scale 5-7 ps. Short duration of this stage
prevents lateral expansion of heat during the first few tens of picoseconds. The Gaussian
temperature profile made by laser is


r2
E
−
.
(5)
exp
T (r, t = 0) =
2
2
π c df RL
RL
Diffusive spreading of the profile (5) outside on the distances ∼ RL takes tens of nanoseconds for
RL ∼ 1 micron and usual values of thermal diffusivity χ ∼ 1 cm2 /s. In this regard it is written
t = 0 in expression (5): ps is much shorter than ns. Around the instant t = 0 laser action takes
place. There is a time lag between the instants τ = 0 and t = 0. There is the same absorbed
energy E in expressions (4) and (5).
Comparing expressions for the Green function (4) and for the initial deposition (5) we write
solution of a Cauchy problem for heat conduction equation with initial data given by expression
(5). The solution


E
r2
T (r, t) =
2 + 4 χ t) exp − R2 + 4 χ t ,
π c df (RL
L

E
Tc
=
2
2
π c df (RL + 4 χ t)
1 + 4χ t/RL
(6)
describes evolution of a temperature field after laser action t > 0. Dependance presenting
decrease of temperature in the tip point T (0, t) is also given in (6).
There are the delamination rdelam and the melting rm circles corresponding to the
delamination Fdelam and melting Fm thresholds on an absorbed fluence distribution F =
2 ); namely this absorption produces the initial temperature field (5); F =
Fc exp(−r2 /RL
c
2 ). The delamination F
E/(π RL
delam threshold is below the melting threshold Fm in the case of
weak adhesion between gold and a glass substrate, i.e., rm < rdelam . We are studying formation
7
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of a nanobump with some substructure in the tip, see Fig. 1 (c-h). This is possible if a film in
a hot spot transits to a liquid stage. Thus we are interested in the cases Fc > Fm .
A solid film weakly departs from a substrate surface. Thus the radius rm should be regarded
as a ”true” or significant delamination radius. It marks position where an enhanced separation
of a film from a substrate begins. A nanobump inflates mainly inside a circle 0 < r < rm . This
means that these nanobumps after laser action have
2
T (r = 0, t = 0) ≡ Tc (t = 0) = E/(c df π RL
) = Fc /(c df ) > Tm ,

i.e., their tip temperatures are above the melting threshold, see (6). Let’s estimate duration
tsol necessary for total solidification: Tc (tsol ) = Tm , where Tm is melting temperature. From
equation (6) we obtain
2
tsol = [(Tc (t = 0) − Tm )/Tm ] RL
/(4χ).
(7)
Expression (7) shows how the solidification time increases above a melting threshold. Estimates
and simulations show that a degree above the melting threshold Tc (0)/Tm , where nanobumps
shown in Fig. 1 (c-g) exist, is limited by a value Tc (0)/Tm ≈ 2 − 3. Above this limiting value a
hole shown in Fig. 1 (h) appears. Initial local temperature T of a film depends on local absorbed
fluence T = F/(df c). The initial (later in time whole nanobump will cool down and freezes)
radius rm is defined by the degree Tc (0)/Tm :
2
2
Tm (rm , t = 0) = Tc (0) exp(−rm
/RL
),

rm = RL

p

ln(Tc /Tm ).

Let’s define cooling velocity vχ and initial velocity normalized relative to vχ as this is done
in expressions (1) and (3). We have
vχ = χ/RL = 100 [χ/(1 cm2 /s)] / [RL /(1 µm)] [m/s],

v0χ = vc (t = 0)/vχ .

(8)

3.3. Double scaling and reduction of demands on computer resources. Now we
have two non-dimensional parameters v0σ (3) and v0χ (8). In next Section the Monte-Carlo
method used in the molecular dynamics algorithm MPD3 [21] is presented. It allows to include
an electron heat conduction into simulations. It is possible to vary a heat conduction coefficient
κ in the Monte-Carlo method. This freedom together with the two non-dimensional parameters
(3) and (8) give us ability to simulate a huge experimental object with a smaller molecular
dynamics (MD) object, see Chapter 2.
Let’s illustrate this with an example. The experimental object is: RL = 1 micron,
vc (t = 0) = 100 m/s, χ = 1 cm2 /s, σ = 1000 dyne/cm, df = 60 nm, Tc (t = 0) = 2000 K.
Then the parameters (3) and (8) are: v0σ = 1.68, v0χ = 1.
Let’s choose the simulation object having the same temperature distribution and values of
v0σ and v0χ but ten times smaller geometrical values RL and df ; thus it is three order of
magnitudes smaller in number of atoms. To do this we have to adjust initial velocity vc (0) and
χ; heat capacity is the same in experiment and in MD, therefore changing κ is equivalent to the
changing of χ. We have to take into account that in the used EAM (embedded atom method)
interatomic potential of Au [22] the coefficient σ is 540 dyne/cm [10].
Calculating, we find parameters for our equivalent MD object: vc (0)|M D = 229 m/s and
χ|M D = 0.1 cm2 /s.
4. Numerical simulation of conductive cooling
Approach used here combines multi-processor molecular dynamics (MD) algorithm MPD3 [21]
and Monte-Carlo method necessary to describe heat conduction. In the general case of a lasermatter interaction the energy of a laser pump is absorbed by electrons in a skin layer, and then
8
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3. Evolution of nanobump in the case #27, see Table 1. Capillary forces decelerate
inflation of the nanobump shell. Therefore the tip of nanobump (not the tip of jet) stops rising
and turns back. It impacts the surface of substrate, compare with experimental pictures [6, 7].
This is obvious because the shell is seen below the plane of substrate in the last frame. In
simulation we do not put a barrier in the plane of initial gold-glass contact. Thus the material can
move through this plane in simulation. Contraction of surface area of solidified shell (the height
of the cone decreases) will inevitably lead to formation of the radial folds seen in experiments,
e.g., [6, 7]. The folds accept the excess of solid surface area of the thin shell. The shape of
nanobump changes during its motion from convex to conical one. This is a result of pumping
of mass into jet. Thus the region of attachment of the shell to the bottom of the jet is the main
region resisting to the back motion of the shell because inertia of a massive jet is large relative
to inertia of a strongly thinned shell - a jet strains a shell giving a conical shape to the shell.
The lateral subjet like protrusions results from breaking of a moving, stressed, and solidifying
liquid-solid shell (green is solid, red is liquid). Evolution of the protrusions covers the frames
(c-f), see also Fig. 5 below. Shown frames correspond to the times: (a) t = 72 ps, (b) 144 ps,
(c) 216 ps, (d) 290 ps, (e) 380 ps, (f) 475 ps.
the electron-ion coupling and electron heat transport are described by Monte-Carlo method
(MC). In this paper MD-MC code is employed to follow one-temperature dynamics and cooling
of the nanobump long after the short stages of absorption of laser energy and two-temperature
relaxation.
To combine MC with MD the light Monte-Carlo particles, treated as classical “electrons”,
were added to atom subsystem. Each host atom/ion has one “electron”, which has its own
velocity but its position is always allocated on its host atom. It guarantees the charge neutrality
in the combined electron-ion system in any conditions. The neighboring atoms exchange their
electrons with some frequency determined from known experimentally thermal conductivity of
liquid gold at the melting point. The pair of atoms, where electron-electron exchange takes
place, is chosen randomly from the Verlet list of neighbors within a cutoff distance.
In addition to the frequency of electron-electron exchange between atoms, we adjusted the
mass of “electron”, in order to obtain the characteristic time of electron-ion energy exchange in
e-i collisions. The electron-ion scattering depends on the velocity vectors of electron with mass
me and ion with mass mi according to equations:
ve0 = (me ve + mi vi + mi vn)/(me + mi )
vi0 = (me ve + mi vi − me vn)/(me + mi )

9
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4. The case #29a, see Table 1. (a) t = 72 ps, (b) 650 ps, (c) 860 ps, (d) 1.1 ns, (e) 1.3
ns, (f) 1.5 ns.
where v is an electron-ion relative speed, and ve0 and vi0 are the velocities of electron and ion in
the laboratory system after collision. The unknown unit vector n is assumed to be distributed
isotropically and can be provided by a generator of random directions. Equations (9) conserve
the total momentum and energy of electron and ion subsystems.
The described Monte-Carlo method has free parameters of effective electron mass mef ,
electron jump rate νD , and e-i-collision rate νei . For simplicity the jump and e-i-collision rates are
assumed to be equal ν = νD = νei in this Monte-Carlo model. Thus, both electron diffusion and
e-i energy exchange depend on the jump/collision rate ν. Furthermore, the e-i energy exchange
rate depends on effective electron mass. Because electron thermal conductivity λe is only guided
by ν and independent on mef in equilibrium systems where local condition Te = Ti is hold
everywhere, the time-independent solution of heat equation is used first to fit ν with the known
experimental thermal conductivity.
To find ν the steady MC-MD solutions of the Fourier law for the heat flux q = −λ dT /dx
is tested in a domain bounded by two subdomains, where the different temperatures 1300K
and 1200K are supported by two electron thermostats separated by a layer of 100 nm thick.
10
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. The run # 27. This is a top view from the upper point onto the plane of a film,
see also the side view for the same run in Fig. 3. The instants (a) t = 144 ps, (b) 200 ps,
(c) 270 ps, (d) 380 ps, and (e) 475 ps are shown. A map of the symmetry parameter is given:
solid is green, liquid is red. We see definite difference between the margins and the central
circle where a film delaminates from a substrate. The thermostat is working in the marginal
area covering space from the sides of the square to the circle arc path. The thermostat absorbs
momentum coming through the surface tension force and absorbs heat flux flowing from the
hotter central part. The film was initially very thin in the runs 26 and 27, see Table 1. Of
course, in a thinner film the decay processes proceed more easy. Thus the MD-MC simulation
reveals appearance/disappearance of the atomic size holes in a very thin film as a result of
thermal fluctuations. One of them crosses a metastable barrier and transforms into the viable
expanding nucleus, see frame (a). Later another one appears, see frame (b). It is interesting, that
appearance of the holes doesn’t mean automatically termination of the inflation/deceleration
development of a nanobump or immediate total rupture. A hole expands with moderate velocity,
this conclusion follows from the calculations performed in [10].
After attainment of steady linear temperature profile with constant temperature gradient
dT /dx = 1 × 109 [K/m] within the layer, the time-averaged heat flux was calculated during
300 ps of MD-MC simulation. To provide the experimental flux the electron jump rate
ν = 4.286 × 1015 [1/s] was found to have been used in MC part of our combined MC-MD
simulation of gold.
After determining the jump rate, the effective mass of “electron” was fitted to the relaxation
time between electrons and ions obtained from the 2T model equations for evolution of electron
Te and ion Ti temperatures. In the case of a sample with uniform density and temperature where
material is staying at rest, the 2T hydrodynamics model equations transform to the system of
two coupled kinetic equations for temperatures Te (t) and Ti (t) given by
ce dTe /dt = −α (Te − Ti ),

ci dTi /dt = +α (Te − Ti ),

where ce and ci are electron and ion heat capacities, respectively, and α is an electron-ion
coupling coefficient. Solutions of above equations gives the relaxation time of 5 ps. The same
time can be achieved in MC-MD simulation if mef = 6me of standard electron mass is used.
To simulate atomic motion in gold under high strain-rate deformations we use the well-fitted
EAM potential [22], which was successfully utilized in [3, 9]. This EAM potential reproduces
mechanical response of gold to strong compression and stretching, and the melting point as well.
5. Dynamics of inflation, deceleration and decay of nanobump in liquid or solid
states
Using a series of two-temperature 1D hydrodynamics and MD-MC runs we have investigated
the parameter space of a nanobump problem relative to the capillary v0σ (3) and thermal v0χ
(8) numbers. A set of the MD-MC runs is listed in Table 1 and in Fig. 2. The small initial
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. The top view onto dynamical and thermal processes going in the moving shell in
the run #29a. Fluid is strongly overcooled and the two free surfaces are near to the overcooled
volume (crystallization of a thin film) therefore crystallites nucleates inside molten gold. At the
early stage (frame a), when area of a liquid shell constitutes the significant portion of a bump,
there is a wide transition belt around the liquid portion of the shell. The crystal grains in the
belt seems elongated in the azimuthal direction - this is a result of projection of the inclined
lateral side of a dome onto plane of view. (a) t = 230 ps, (b) 360 ps, (c) 720 ps, (d) 1.8 ns.
velocity vc (t = 0) cases are located near the origin point in Fig. 2. They have been discussed
in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 above. In those cases a rupture from substrate and strong mass
redistribution along a film are absent. At larger velocities vc (0) a nanobumps with a nipple type
apex shown in Fig. 1 (c) are formed (the cases 23, 30 in Fig. 2). A rather short jet with a
frozen droplet at the upper point of the jet is formed in the case 20. Length of this rather short
jet is slightly above the radius of a nanobump at the contact plane. The group of the relatively
low velocity runs is highlighted in Fig. 2 by blue color (the blue circles). The group 20, 23, 30
is separated from the other runs because in the cases 20, 23, 30 the whole of metal remains on
the substrate.
The runs selected by the red triangles in Fig. 2 corresponds to the cases when part of a
mass of a film loses its contact with a film and flies away. Transition between these ejecting and
non-ejecting regimes is abrupt. This follows from a comparison of the runs 30 and 31. Small
5% increase of initial velocity vc (0) provokes sharp changes from a compact nanobump 30 with
a moderate mass redistribution and a nipple apex to the case 31 with a strongly thinned shell
of a nanobump and a massive very long jet.
To start the MD-MC runs an initial state has been prepared. The preparation involves heating
and melting of a gold film by a Langevin thermostat. The thermostat creates a distribution
of temperatures with a maximum temperature 2000 K in the central point. Temperatures
decrease from 2000 K in the center to 1500 K in the margin. After that a hydrodynamic velocity
distribution having only a normal component relative to the surface is imposed. The maximum
velocity is velocity of a tip vc (0). Velocities decrease down to zero in the margin. After beginning
of a run, the thermostat is removed everywhere except the margin. In the margin the thermostat
holds a film at the margin and supports the margin temperature Tmargn at a given level below
a melting point. This temperature is given in the last column of a Table 1. It was Tmargn = 500
K for all runs listed in Table 1 except the runs #29 and #29a; Tmargn = 300 K for these runs.
Temperature difference between the central part of a nanobump and the margin supports the
cooling flow and cools down the central part, see Subsection 3.2. Gradually a recrystallization
zone moves up from the margin to the central part - solidification of a nanobump proceeds, see
Figs. 3-6 where the green color corresponds to solid, while the red color highlights molten gold.
Decreasing of the margin temperature Tmargn intensifies the cooling flux, thus increasing
rate of solidification. This essentially increases the thermal velocity scale vχ (8) and decreases
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normalized velocity v0χ (8). Estimates based on a thermal equation discussed in Subsection 3.2
give 25% reduction of the parameter v0χ as a result of changing Tmargn = 500 K → 300 K. This
reduction is marked by the arrow in Fig. 2. In all other respects the runs 28, 29 and 29a are
identical, see Table 1.
Another fine difference was tested in the runs 29 and 29a. Working of a thermostat in the
margin area prevents freezing of fluid in this area because a stronger thermostat faster destroys
atom-atom correlations directed to nucleation of lattice seeds thus impeding the crystallization,
see Figs. 5 and 6. To check an influence on results, we increase 1.5 times the characteristic
time of thermostat from 0.8 ps for all runs to 1.2 ps in the particular run 29a. An influence on
dynamics of a nanobump is small.
Figs. 3 (#27) and 4 (#29a) show the side view of the process. These runs are in ejecting
regime. In this regime large amount of mass is pumped from the nanobump shell into the jet.
As a result there is strong thinning of a shell and very long jets develop. The thinning proceeds
while a shell is in a liquid state or, when solidification begins, the thinning takes place in the
liquid part of a film. The runs 27 and 29a have approximately similar cooling rates but the
capillarity effects are weaker in the case 29a, comp. the marked points 27 and 29a in Fig. 2.
This follows from the difference in the value v0σ (3). Therefore the jet 29a is longer. It begins
to break into separate subjets and later decays into droplets as a consequence of elongation and
Rayleigh instability.
Excess of kinetic energy above a binding initial surface energy defines a measure of kinetic
deformations of a bump - larger excess - then longer jets, and then the decay processes become
more active, see Subsection 3.1 about conservation of energy and Fig. 1. Comparing Figs. 3
and 4, we see how this excess works. The jet in Fig. 4 becomes thinner in its bottom part as
a result of weakening and termination of supply from the shell when the crystallization process
gradually covers whole shell. This decreasing feed together with elongation of a stretching jet
and tearing off the subjet form the narrow peaked frozen jet in the apex of a bump. Separated
hot droplets slowly cool down, see Chapter 1. Frozen shell is made from a dense set of the
very small size nanocrystallites, comp. with [3]; colorizing presents distribution of a symmetry
parameter: green is solid, red is liquid. The set is formed in the process of crystallization of
strongly overcooled liquid gold. Thin overcooled liquid shell has two free surfaces, therefore the
solid grains begin to grow in liquid at some distance from the continuous solid film, see Fig. 6
below. The green shell in Fig. 4 has holes, see also Fig. 6 below. Such holes are often observed
in experiments, see, e.g., [7].
Why experimentally the frozen bumps are observed only in the cases with tight focusing
when a radius of a nanobump ∼ RL is small? This is a result of interplay between the value
of a heat conduction coefficient κ and the size RL limited from the small sizes by an optical
wavelength ∼ 1 micron. Relative thickness df /RL is also significant. Because for the large
spots when RL is tens and hundreds microns the relative thickness is small. Relative thickness
df /RL usually cannot be larger than dT /RL , where dT is thickness of a heat affected zone. This
limit will meet us if we attempt to increase film thickness and overcome the value dT . Typical
values are dT = 30 − 130 nm for different metals. It should be emphasized that in the case
df > dT the bump shell may spall out not at a contact but inside a film [8]. The shell made
from the spallation plate has significant thickness inhomogeneities because this is the case of
nucleation inside a film relative to the case of a spall from a very smooth contact with substrate.
Of course, the inhomogeneities accelerate decay of the bump shell into cloud of the spatially
separated droplets [14]. Flight of a hollow liquid bump or a dome or a cupola [23] created from
the bulk targets is observed beginning from the first paper [24] thanks to microinterferometric
pump-probe technique.
Duration of flight usually is 1-10 ns, and flight distance is ∼ 10% of RL ∼ 100 microns
in these experiments. Initial velocity usually is rather large vc (0) ∼ 0.1 − 1 km/s, while the
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capillary scale (3) vσ ∼ 10 − 100 m/s is smaller if the shell is thicker. Thus it is difficult to
observe the capillary deceleration of larger cupola: inflation velocity vc (t) should decrease per
one unit of vσ for every one unit of a large flight distance ∼ RL . Therefore the jet formation
and transformation of shell shape from a convex parabolic cupola to a cone (see Fig. 3) do not
have time to realize before the shell rupture.
The conduction coefficients κ and χ of metals are fixed (usually κ = 30 − 300 W/m/K for
solid metals). Therefore the thermal velocity scale vχ = χ/RL (8) strongly decreases for large
spots. Corresponding points have similar values v0σ as shown in Fig. 2, but the values v0χ are
much higher. In these conditions only a frozen ring around a delamination circle remains. This
ring is observed in all experiments with the large spots. The ring presents the solidified remnants
of marginal part of the entire shell. The central part of shell is torn off from the margin part
and flies away. This situation is similar to the case of so called ”nano-crown” shown in Fig. 1
(h) but now at much larger scale RL .
6. Non-equilibrium crystallization of thin film in conditions of strong and fast
continuous stretching
Cooling and propagation of the recrystallization zone over a shell surface are shown in Figs. 5
(#27) and 6 (#29a). They correspond to the side view of the dynamic and thermal evolution
presented in Figs. 3 (#27) and 4 (#29a). This is a non-equilibrium phase transition with a wide
transformation belt separating pure liquid and pure solid. The belt is filled with a two-phase
solid-liquid mixture. The newborn crystallites seems elongated perpendicularly to the radial
direction because the lateral side of a shell is oblique relative to the plane of projection in Figs.
5 and 6.
The runs #27 df = 1.8 nm and #29a df = 5.1 nm have different thickness. It is easier
to break a hole through a film in the case of a thinner film. In the run #27 shown in Figs.
3 and 5 the holes appear in the pure liquid. While in the run #29a (Figs. 4, 6) there are
a liquid films surrounding the crystal grains. Stretching of a belt of a two-phase solid-liquid
mixture stretches the liquid film in between the grains remaining the grains much less stretched.
Therefore decrease of thickness of liquid is enhanced in the intergrain space. This process leads
to formation of the holes penetrating through the pieces of the liquid film in the intergrain area,
see Fig. 6 (b). The holes gradually grow and crystallize inside the solid bump.
7. Conclusion
We used Lagrangian hydrodynamics and molecular dynamics combined with Monte-Carlo codes
to shed light onto the 3D processes initiated by an ultrafast laser action on the films deposited
on substrates. New results (relative to [10]) about physics of formation of the bumps, including
description of the thermal part of the problem discussed in Subsection 3.2., were obtained.
Thermal problem should be solved in conjunction with the inertia/capillarity dynamical part of
the problem. We use two non-dimensional parameters and scaling (see Section 3, Table 1, and
Fig. 2), bypassing difficulties connected with the huge size for MD simulation of the considered
experimental situation, see Section 2.
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